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Business with Canada: Cahill Group opts for Pro-Sapien’s configurable HSEQ 

Innovate software 

Glasgow – 9 October 2015 – Pro-Sapien, award-winning supplier of Microsoft SharePoint and Office 

365 based EHS solutions, has been selected by Cahill Group, one of the largest multi-disciplinary 

construction companies in Canada, to implement their HSEQ Innovate software. Pro-Sapien’s 

software will increase Health, Safety, Environmental and Quality efficiency across Cahill’s 

construction, fabrication and technical divisions.  

Based in the UK, Pro-Sapien supplies global enterprises with configurable Health and Safety, Quality 

and Environmental solution software, with customers in Europe, North America and the Middle East. 

Pro-Sapien’s business with Cahill marks exciting growth in the North American market. 

Cahill Group is building the future of oil and gas, mining, hydro, and social infrastructure on some of 

the largest construction and fabrication project sites in Canada. With a business focused on 

sustainability, the HSEQ Innovate software will empower Cahill Group to implement their core 

business values whilst capitalising on their existing Microsoft software investment. 

Murray Ferguson, Commercial Director of Pro-Sapien, said:  

“We are delighted to be chosen by Cahill Group to provide their enterprise HSEQ (OSHA) software. 

Cahill came across Pro-Sapien via an existing client who mentioned to them that they were using our  

SharePoint based solution. The fact that Innovate is developed on Microsoft’s SharePoint platform is 

often the initial reason why organisations contact us. However, having a product that is rich in 

functionality and can be configured to work the way are clients do is actually more important; 

partners are keen to deploy our solution given its configurability and deployment options, which now 

includes Office365. We are looking forward to engaging with the HSE and IT teams in St Johns, as 

well as identifying other business opportunities in Canada and North America.” 

- ENDS - 

For further information, please contact Peter Clark or another member of the team on +44 (0)141 

353 1165, or e-mail peter.clark@pro-sapien.com.  More information about our HSEQ Innovate 

software is available online at www.pro-sapien.com. 

Notes to Editor: 

 About Pro-Sapien: Pro-Sapien provides tailored compliance and health and safety software 

for some of the world’s biggest organizations that operate in high risk and/or highly 

regulated sectors. As a Microsoft Certified Partner, we have become one of the industry’s 

most trusted solution resources for seamless, compatible, effective compliance. Based in the 

UK, Pro-Sapien works with clients across the UK, Europe, North America and the Middle 

East.  

 

 About Cahill: Cahill was formed in 1953 as an electrical services contractor. Now more than 

sixty years since their first electrical installation, Cahill Group personnel have worked on 

projects throughout the Americas, Caribbean, and Netherlands. The services they provide 

have expanded to include mechanical, piping, instrumentation and fabrication, with offices 
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and facilities in the Atlantic and Western Canada. More information can be found at 

www.cahill.ca.  
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